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Presidential Search Update
Committee releases important document
The budget (see figure) details boch rev-enues and expenses Tuition and fees are
listed at $25.6 million, with financial aid and
scholarships comprising $123 miHion,fora
total of $ 13A million total paid by students,
or about 34.8 of real revenues.
n
Instruction comrjromised the largest
million,
or
expenses
at $125
of
25.5,
followed by financial aid at $123 million

AARON RUPERT
TODD G LEWIS
During last week'i visit by the Trustees,
began discussing criteria for the selecting

the new president . According to student
representadvesJajakChristensensndAndi
concerned the document sent to applicants
describing the college and problems the
next president might face. "(Tbcdocnmcnt)
pots the college in a positive light," said
Reinhart, "but also (highlights) the challenges." This eight peg document covets the
college's historical background, academic;
program, financial ritmirton, prospective
challenges to the next president, and the
qualifications the search committne is for ;
fttfipg on. According to Christensen. the r
search comminee is reviewing arjplications
wfch this document in mind. The document includes an oufiihe of the
1993-199- 4
budget The College has both
strengths end weakness," sacbjdV
inj"ibreplenibmerof a faculty that wEl
experience ea unusually large number of

por-tio-

(245) and"AuxilliaryEmrprises"atS9.8
million, or
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for candidates who are, "open and accessible on campus to students, faculty and
stafT, "able to appreciate uColkge's history sad be sensitive to the uditionalxela-tionshi- p
of the College of Wooster to the
Presbyterian Church", and "an effective
leader, able to work with all members of the

'

fH'

19.4.-

campus community.
When describing the college academic program, the
:

nigffftf the LS.
program. Average SAT
VTHTKirit

at533VerbaL 584 Math and
1122 total, "have been
re-tpect- able

but sot

excep-

tional." Wooster graduates

well mwetfintad. la

-

graduate schools, a fact "probably related to
confidence Independent Stu- the long-term
instills
its students."
dem
This document is a revised version of a
draft sent out during the presidential search
last year. "The faculty did most of the revisions," said Reinhart
Tne student representatives were allowed
to discuss the final draft of the document.
According to the Christensen, they pushed
for a "definition of the president's relationship with the student body."
Reinhart believes that the students have
been contributing and are being allowed to
contribute in the committee. Reinhart was,
"impressed, especially with the Trustees,"
in their desire for student input. Christensen
also stated that the committee members are
m

please see SEARCH, page 3
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Patricia Hm Collins. Forum Speaker

Concepts Family and Nation
Professor Hill Collins addresses Wooster forum
tkns of nation here in the United the nuclear,

HEIDI HAVERKAMP
How do our traditional concepof femJIyTelate toourconcep- -

tions,

E-maUFa-

ces

States? Patricia HOI Collins addressed mis question in the sixth
session of the Wooster Forum last
Wednesday in her talk, "Through
the Lens ofRace. Class and Oenden
Rethinking Black Family Studies."
Collins is a Professor of
African-Americ-

Delivery

Problems

co-edit-

NICOLE COWARD

lost week problems

with elec-

7

ar

tronic mail delivery prevented
many students from receiving
mail that had been sent to them.

Phil Harriman. director of Academic Computing Services, said
that although they are not sure
what caused these problems, they
are "working to find out" and
that the mail delivery is now
working fine.
"There is a large backog of
undelivered maH messages which
we are slowly working off,"
Harriman said. "We do not believe any messages have been

1

i karpinski

pboto by

E-m- all

problems hamper computer services

lost. All messages now in the
backlog should eventually get
delivered, so stndents should just
keep on checking their maiL"
Harriman added that the problem was solely with the local
delivery: that while it may
the delivery of mail
affected
have
e-m-

ail

it did not affrom
-"Our
campus.
sent off
fect
hope is that once we figure out
what went wrong, we can put in
off-camp-

e-m-

us,

ail

place measures to keep this from
happening again." said Harriman.
please see

E-MAIL-

WOMEN IN
SCIENCE

3

X

BASSOONIST
TO LEAD
ORCHESTRA

or

self-contain- ed

please see FORUM, page 3
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Studies and an Associate
Professor of Sociology at the University of Cincinnati. She is the author of Black Feminist Thought:
Knowledge, Consciousness and the
Politics of Empowerment and
of the anthology Race, Class
and Gender ; a text used in several
First-YeSeminars last year. Her
talk was sponsored by the Office of
Black Student Affairs, the Black
Studies Program and the Women's
Studies Program.
Hill Collins constructed a metaphor between family and nation.
She pointed to society 's notion of the
nuclear family as the ideal and singularly acceptable family model. HiO
Collins defines nuclear family as a
heterosexual, lawfuHy married couple
with their own biological children,
and pointed out that this is the only
type of family that receives full rights
and privileges from the state.
She explained several aspects of

ideal family. First, the
ideal family shouUhave"bloodties,"
meaning aflrnemben arebiologically
related. AH members look akaOac
There is a cultural and racial purity
(read: white) shared by members.
Ideal families take cam of their
own. If a member is unemployed,
ill, elderiy.or many kind of trouble,
it is the family's responsibility to
step in and make sure the sister,
uncle, nephew or grandmother is
safe and provided for. The family
member is cared for because they
are family, not because they "deserve" it in any way, or because the
family decides they are specially
worthy of concern. It's simply a
responsibility of the family to care
for its members.
The ideal family is a
unit; it's home, a sanctuary
separate and safe from the fluctuations of the outside world. It's homogenous. It protects and shelters
the mother and children. It's closed
off from the public sphere, behind
its faceless lawn and garage.
She compared all these characteristics to the national identity of the
United States. She points out our

WINNING
STREAK
ENDS FOR
FOOTBALL

SEIZING OUR
LEGAL RIGHTS:
WACHS TELLS US,
WHERE NOW
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Campus Council Updates

News Briefs

Non-discriminat-

CAMPUS
LECTURE: On Thursday, October 26, the Mnslim Student Association
held a lecture on the role of women in Islamic colore. The lecture was
sponsored by the Muslim Students Association inam ropka of the lecture
were the basic tenets of Islam, women in Islam, and inafriage practices in
Islam.

LECTURE: The Lay Academy continued to meet this week, with Anne
Beddy Pfiefer speaking about conflict resolution sod legal concerns in
Christianity. Pfiefer stated, that though anger. we should not deprive
others of an opportunity to change." Pfiefer also believes that Christians
should not sue others, because it is an unnecessary conflict.

INTERNATIONAL

policy, amongst other issues, discussed

ory

HILARY TEYNOR
Charters, funding for organizations,
policy, and the
state of the Voic were the highlights
of this week's campus council meeting. Council unanimously approved
granting transitional status to the
Young College Republicans and the
Don't Throw Shoes comedy group.
The Biology Gob charter was also
unanimously granted provisional
the stipulation that they would
update the section of their charter
m i na tory
dealing with non-dispolicy. The Scot's Key now includes
political affiliation mitspolicy.Coun-t- il
non-discrinunat-

ory

vice-preside-

sta-tnsw- im

QUEB EC: The people of Quebec, by the slimmest of margins (49
for,
50,4 against) voted against a referendum that would have allowed them
to gain their independence. The vote, wuh took place on Monday, would
have authorized the government of Quebec to begin negotiations with the
Canadian government to change the relationship between Canada and its
Frsnoiphone province. The referendum would have also authorized the
leaders of Quebec to split away from Canada whenever they saw fit. The
vote has prompted the premier of Quebec to resign, and separatists have
vowed to try again in the near future.
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA: In a summit outside Dayton, Ohio, leaders of
the three factions in the Bosnian conflict sre meeting and (lisoming a U.S.
proposed peace plan. Today, the leaders of Bosnia aod Croatia have met to
federation. Ixaden are also discussing
discuss the troubled Moslem-Gro- at
issues pertaining to bringing a peace to the troubled Yugoslav region, and
dealing with war ciimcs.
JAPAN: Defense Secretary William J. Perry apologized on behalf of
America today for the tape of a ar
old girl by three American
servicemen. This apology is supposed to smooth the way Cor Clinton's
nrjeoming sammit with the Japanese. Perry also stated that fc ism Japanese
i nor troops to remain m Okinawa and Japan. Many
Questioning the need for these troops, sod opposition to the
bases is Japan is growing.

cri

also provisionally spprovedthecbar-ter- s
for Greenhouse sod Kappa. CM
after the charier cfflisiiittce met wim
representatives from (hose groups.

The charter of the social dub Zeta
Phi flarnrns provoked some discussion among the tneiiiberi of council.'
Damon Hkkey expressed concern
about the membership section of the
charter, stating that the language mat
the Zetas use in their charter is
marrs it sound like any
Interested wonian on campus can Join
the Zetas, when there actually is a
selection proceis involved. The nondiscriminatory policy is contingent in
mis-lrart- mg.

It

12-ye-

i

the selection process," said Hkkey,
and he went on to suggest that council
gives them a chance to revise die
language in their charter so that it
presents a more accurate picture of
the nature of the organisation. After
discussion by council, they agreed to
allow tbeZetastochaogethis detail and
bring their charier back to council.
John Hummer, representative for
for finance and
the
business, then gave a brief history of
campus council funding. Until about
1984, die money allotted to campus
council was directly tied to enrollment, but the pattern then switched
because of a peculiar titnntion one
year in which the funding system was
not sufficient. The trustees now allot
a constant aniouht o money to.bfia- -I
ni7tions, PiaiininT irwwkinrd thr.factV
that students are always clantbrjng
for more money, but in fact, "almost
every group has money left over at
the end of the year. He aim mid that.

.

nt

"Just because someone requests
money, it doesn't mean it's valid."
"Dowerjeedtobcildacajefbrmore
money?" There was slso some dis-

cussion sbom exactly who should take

m

u

11-0-- 2.

izsuedarjon-discrixxiiiuuor-

non-discrimina-tionmempto-

n

Hales memo slso stated, "Further,
the beard directs that a compnmen-siv- e
statement of policy on
in employment practices
be presented to me Executive
at its meeting on February 12,
1996; and forwarded to (be Board for
on

please see COUNCIL, page 3
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yment

Com-mitt- ee

up this issue. Damon Hkkey moved
vhiat duo budget prwpniftff sftHHaM be
4

mvited. This motion passed
Emily Durham made the announcement that the Board of Trustees has
y
statement
withregard to presidential search and
hiring practices. Stan Hales sent a
memo to Durham reporting an action
taken by the Board of Trustees at its
meeting October21, 1995.The Board
approved the following motion: The
Board of Trustees endorses the following statement of
practices adopted
by the Presidential Search Committee for the Position Specification for
the 1 995-9- 6 Presidaitial Search: "The
CcerocXWicUanecorjpor- tuniifimWve-actioemnlover.
The search will not disczumnata on
the basis of age. sex. race, creed.
national orizhx. diaabflitv. sexual cri- -

non-discriminati-

Renee Snyder raised the Question,

4fc

fee group that decides on this matter,
but an interested parties , should be

WASHINGTON: The FBI has proposed a national wiretapping system
that would give law enforcement officials rfceabifty toaxnisoroneootof
every cnrvhuralrcd phone lines simultaneously. This capability will far Ad-ho-c
outstrip the c un cut need. Many tear that this type of surveillance is
AARON RUPERT
dingercaad gives too much pewertofogo

mi

pin i.

iiiiaiiwiia

committees, financial concerns the issues

dents, but the low tumoot to these
events was a testament to bad pub- SOA, while movir slowly,crept Iidty on SOA's part.
toward progress this week, as
comrninees
Some of the ad-hcommittees gave theiriepoili to lsave begun to take action.The lamv
the entire body, and finanrial con
dry ccsnnrittee plans toassen all of
cems were discmsed during the the laundry equipment on campus
weekly Wednesday meeting. The and find the prcfclertism each dorm. .
pen inltteo plans to
SQAEdncatioialPoHcT committee The food
also brought in three of Wooster'S
asckntifiescrey"6
mayoral candidates td speak to sta- - - mf bas.Tb
cori- fjiitteeJufwodJt

of others.

AMERICA'S SCHOOLS: Half of America's high school seniors do not
know basic facts about American history, such as the intent of the Monroe
Doctrine or the goal of US. foreign rxiky
WorU War JX According
to the National Assessment of Educational Progress in America History,
students dkl poorly across the board."

ad--h- oc

ate

oc

.

scrkf
teyrsUJJ

ampilsd by AARON MVPEXT with the kelp ofthtNew TcHtTbnes

..vii 'iTyt

LDJ.-.X- H...

Other contrnrttees have aor yet
seet The telephone; parkins, book- store, and bandkapyed committee!
not held their first aieetings, or'
have had sftrrntance protlems. AH
chairs, aave dona ro-problems.
but aa of yet have an plans for i

Great Food & Ice Cream
1680 Bean Ave
Hn:

Car

262-12- 18

7i ajMI 10 am; W A S

7i

ajllOO

aXUrxforSOAcaaed

aged a3 asecobers to get
cornirilrtres.
wired ia their ad-hA large som of money mltting
front the SOA coffers was another
problem addressed by the body.
President EmQy rAxham stated mat
to mftring money wsa not doe to me
fart that lastyrartr attot ate.atVlcm's
quae a bit This
by Dorham at a prevkn SQA i
oc

Bay Any $22

Breakfast with 10 oz.
jJuice and .Receive a S2.22)
I
Breakfast FREE! j
I

Any 2
Dinner
Platters

I

I

I

I

Buy one
original Sundae,
get one
original Sundae

FREE!

1

i

i

log. "AH the aaoney," said Durham,

"went to legitimate expenses.'
fAjitiwkiWKriAigtnhwrtimm

--

for a Hst of SQA rccripts from last
year to track the mlislng fhnris.
The educational policy commit
teeofSGAbrotigntmthree Wooster
Mayoral candidates. Jon UJhrigfat
P), Bob Henry 0). 't&3 James
Howey(R) to spea to srodcaits. The
meeting were on Wednesday sod
Thnrsday.'Steve Queen, head of the
sM vicr rjresideot for
scadc
inconr-f-br

asaSOAioemtoatteod.At

Thursday's meeting, rhe number of
students at the speech discussion
sverwenta3xvetenstndemj:Piob-surv-e

lems wia pahUdry of events stCl
pltgnct the orgsnlisiion. as few
pot tm concerning the
meeting
Other topics c the S
were the inn'wrrfng spirit bos, aod a
possible iiiftip
of si fhxaoce
contract by EGOS. The spirit bos, a
SQA sponsored event,win be going
to KenyoB mis week to transport
stndents to the away football game.
There was a sighted problem wkh
funding regulations and ECOS.
Senator David Lester stated that
ECOS posters for aa environmental
cccferenco held last weekend did
aot state mat the event was
by SOA. Usually the senate
does not take action on a matter like
this ia the current semester, but will
consider it when organizing
for the next semester.
co-epon-so- red

NoTnler3;1995
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AARON RUPERT
Dr. Barbara Gflgold spoke about
"Xenophobia in Reunified Oer- mariy on Monday at Lean Lactam
ban. DtGSsold directs the Institute
of Eoropeaa Stndies in Berlin, and
was lo give a scries of two speeches.

"

second or third general ion,whocan-n- ot
become German, while a Get--'
man whose family has beenlivingin
RassUfbr three generationscan easily becomeaGermao citizen. "It isa
Question of blood," said Gflgold.

watching the attacks, "some
some joined in the attack."
Attacks in the Qeiiuan cities of
ap-plaud-

.

cd.

MounandSoKngea were flashpoints
mood. Daring a
of the
hn that GSgold showed dnring the
presentation, there were images the
apartment blocks of foreigners being
bona, and crowds of Qemiauonlonk-er- s
stopping firemen finom stopping
the blaze. The ff9fL said Gflgold,
"st2ted m the east (cfGermanyX but
then drew people from theWest." She
stated that West German skinheads
and other racist elements flocked to
the violence in Eastern Germany .
. Gflgold also believes that there is
another side to the German people.

Page 3

E-M-ail

Forum

continued from page 1

continued from page

Many students have talked about
the problems r mitrd by the "disapsituation. One conpearing
cerned Armington resident noted, T
was supposed to get mail from friends

"naturalization" of immigrant

e-ma-

anti-foreig- ner

.

iT

; "not of kxation." "
from the University of Chicago,
.This lack of acceptance in Ger-caMauajaodTbexoycsxctrvciT. man society, coupled with the hosthe University ofTexas. and I havent
Tbe series was cot short when, ao tile feelings of some Germans to--;
gotten it yet They said they sent it
cording lo Dick Plgo of theOermaa ward foreigners, places
about four or five days ago."
epertment. Tier faosbandbadaniedi'in a very hard position: Ac- -,
BrianBelland'99noud,"Mydad
cat emergency in New York," The " cording lo Gflgold,
message a few
sent me an
condition was not I2e threatening, feel that, "we are foreigners, and
days ago that I haven't gotten yet"
and Gugoldgaveher Monday lecture. thatsaUwewiHererbetothern(the
Doug Sillars "98 mentioned, Tve
"A wide gulf often divides for- - r Germans)." Gflgold said that there
either lost mail, or else I got it two
eigricrs from otherGermans,"stated have been few efforts integration.
days after it was sent." Said Denise
nt
Gflgold in tbe beginning of ber lec- -; ' Gflgold cited the fact mat
Bertsch 99, "I had mail problems
yciiiffff the coodLV
and economic adjustment "Ugrypictnres,andburninghonses," all last week."
fnrfta Sfao
Jonathan Billings 98 said, "The
tkn of foreigners in East and West -- are problems in East Germany, be- is all Gflgold believes the outside
Germany before the Berlin Wall fell lieving that these conditions intensify world sees; She. wanted to empha"VAX is pretty slow,and it has a lot
size that there have been many Ger-- ofnuu1todealwith,sosomeofksitt
in 1989. "Germans, she continued, xeooptnbicfeelingsmGennanybe
n
mansuppcrtersofgoodfbreign-Ger-maseesthepoople'sa
anew
relation
"must consider
theif
aroundforawhOebeforeitbsentor
'
relations, and Gfigold believes put in the mailbox. A big wad of
ship wiA those not 1 themselves. 'M those who' were below them, those
'
there has not been enoogh emphasis mail was just pulled out last week
Gflgold cited tbe cases of many - who were even weaker than
thecrowds
on that aspect of the German public because it was so backedup."While
Turks in Gennany, some of them
notan ACS consultant. Billings said,
"I know this from my own investigations."
:

non-Germa-

,

ns

-

non-Germa-

ns

"

unem-ptoyme-

fft

e-m-ail

.

;

them-aelvea."G23olialaos-

SEAC in WcosSMM

aklcf

i search

e vents and fight then intolerance.

DIVTA THADANI

continued from page 1

--

They exist to breed fear and distLast week. The College of rust-" Maynard himself isapact
acWoosta boated the 1993 SEAC(Stn-de-nt fist arid believes mnco-vicJeconreceived
has
CoaliEnvironmental Action
tion. The AJtA.
tion) Conference. The conference siderable critkdsm for their efforts.
was sponsored by ECOS, Greea- - Many people claim that they are
WRC and SGA. About 40, --rnerely erring the JOCK the atten- -

activity requesting student Input.
- Earlier in the year. Christensen
and Reinhart stated that they were
planning to have a student forum to
.iraiiiiiiwinWinwrhepwe- -

nt

dential search. According to

--

rChjfcQrnjeatuchairieetinsismthe
rworxj saa win. occur tiore toe
Thanksgiving break.
According lo Reinhardt, at this
as
as
well
Cotembus
off
suburbs
hold workshops there. Maynard said point in the search, the job of the
that his interesting and inspiring to committee win be to "bring the canbearhigh school stndcrittvokgtoeir didate pool to a manageable numopinions and view points that are ber." Reviewing applications, tbe
often innocent and intelligent but Stfflfrt prftwtfoe fttrimittft the
thus far,
scnwtunesignoranLMaddftkan,me number at
year.
from
last
ones
counting
the
AJLA. holds police watches.
as a
treated
being
is
police
search
the
This
believes
that
Maynard
often commit hideous crimes and ccndnnatianfromlastyear'ssearch,
are less likely to do this if someone but tbe examinations of last year's
, candidates wm not be redone, and
ootthe watching them. c .
.
the evaluations from last year will
On Sunday in the KauwTower;.,-references and readsaridCliecking
Room, thft'majnjjeakef
ing incoming and old applications
conference Greg Maynard a senior &
-a? Ohio State and an active member yonm oriented and both are focused occupies theccnmineeattJuspoint.
-- John Chandler, consultant for the
issues
seal
like
concern
with
of AJLA. (Ami Racist Action) a in their
Search cormnitteevhas been helping
r
racism arid the envixcument.
groupbasedmColnmbusddressed
After this the group got together in this process. According to
the crcwd nut a direct action orga- lo discuss regional and national up-- . Christensen. Chandler has been,
nization that wEH not under any cirdiscrimi-natkn
dates. According to Christy Ann ."both bringing people in and sharcumstances tolerate racial
for ECOS, the ing information about candidates."
Watts,
activchief
Idnd.
The
cf arty
empower"Some things that would take us a
ity of this group is lo hinder the conference was"-Jal- ly
months to find out," said
couple
learn
way
about
to
ing. Itwasagreat
activity of theKuKhuEan. Mem"he already knows." Reinhart,
people."
ideas
and
"
different
show rma their
bers of AJLA.
There is no real timetable for the
search at this point. The committee
will be cutting down the number of
caridktatrs, then bringmg ma group
:
for interviews. At the end of tbe
prccess, the comrninn will make its
recommendation to the trustees,
wheh they will approve or disapprove.
The only concrete date for
"
V v
1473 Bectti Avenue. Wooster.OH 44691.
the search is its conclusion; accordT
ing to Christensen, "the new president wi3 be armounced in their (the
:
Located! btoda monk ofLowiy
trustees') snrnmfT meeting."
10 off prime rate Nov. Ornish April

The attendees were put up in the
WestminsterChurch House. On Ri-day night, the group got together for
tttusicaft enairtaaunent. jo satur
daytbeWomen'sCancnsgroupand
the Men's Alternative Group met
separately and discussed their cur-rent issues and concerns. Concerns
'for minority groups on their cam-well as issues regarding
racism and sexism were discussed.
In the afternoon various workshops
were held, the theme of which was

j.at MuDbeavtseXJOC&dieak
schooUmthe dry as well as in the

"

'

I

two-hundr-

;

ptetwtAmAJm
co-facilita-

tor

;

ed

1

Council
continued from page

I

1

action at its March 30, 1995 meeting."
The final key Doint of council dis-cession revolved around various con- -

rabout theoice. Acccrdmg to Heidi
Gecfgi, chav of the publkaru committee, peopte arc calling tm and complaining that they have not received
suhscrirjdous. The faculty is also not
cerdnc toners delivered to their of
of
fices. Todd Lewis,
the Voict. has failed to attend meet-bua to discuss the state of the news
paper. "Todd is an excellent writer
and a wonderful editor, but he needs
a day planner!" said GeorgL "He's
doing a lot of impressive work with
revamping the newspaper and com- pntfriring thesvstem."The problem,
however, lies in the fact that nobody
on council, especially the publications committee, can seem to locate
him. Before council adjourned, they
icaoWedto scbeduleatime with Lewis
to discuss the various problems with
this year's newspaper. Georgi also
announced the November 2 Lowry
pit discussion from 12:00 to 1."00 and
encouraced everyone to come and
voice their opinion about the Voice.
editor-in-chi- ef

.

.

Historic Ovehholt House
Bed 6 Breakfast

MAKE MONEY PLAYING
VIDEOGAMES

NINTENDO is tookinz for
thusiasuc reliable individuals to
promote their products in retail
outlets throughout the nation
during this holiday season.

"aliens," our tendency to ask any
and all Asians in the United States,
"Where are you from?" "When are
you gotagback?"etc without even
considering that they might be US
citizens, our refusal to care for the
people in this country who do not
look like or live like "true Americans," our segregation of groups of
people who arcladaDy or culturally
different, our fierce opposition to
the entrance cforeigners" into our
homeland, and the importance of
"protecting mothers and children
back home" in times of war, among
other examples.
HOI Collins also explored the prac-tiof eugenics, or "racial hygiene,"
a term shedted,in theUnited States.
Webster's New World Dictionary
defines eugenics as "the movement
devoted to improving tbe human
specks by controlling heredity," or
decidmgwhk genes are"best" and
which groups will be allowed to
pass on their genes and have children. She recalled that in the early
twentieth century, the United States
government became very interested
in eugenics, enthralled by the idea
that social problems, such as too
many Black people and not enough
white babies, had biological solutions.
"Positive eugenics" is aimed at
white women; encourajdnK them to
have children and to keep uxLwhue ,
race at a strong majority. The white
establishment is worried about the .
possibility of what was called "race
ce

of
suicide," or the
the white race because of a low birth
rate. "Negative eugenics," on the
other hand, is aimed at women of
color, discouraging them from having children. Children of color are
not desirable additions to US soci
ety in this fascist system of popula
self-obliterati-

on

tion control.
Hill Collins commented that we
live in "dangerous times." She re
ferred to the Oklahoma Qty bomb- ins as an example of violence com-nutted by crazed individuals who
believe that the US governmentmost
rmnintr,
of the ideal
nuclear family even more intensely,
tho-value-

s

and who believe that the govern-meneglects "the true children of
trie American family," or white heterosexual males, for the needs of
those "outside" the family, who do
not share the WASP blood ties, the
traditional family structure, or the
"best" genes.
She closed by urging her listeners
not to accept a single family model
as a "barometer" for normality. She
encouraged the audience to take "an
inclusive approach to how each and
every one of you is connected to
each and every cue of you;" that we
all most accept each other as
nt

mem-Denofthe"AmerkanNaubnalFa-

n)-Qy"

and so must treat and take
for each other as such.
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Insight
Wooster
Quebec ou Qu6bc
The Voice was ihorM and dismayed as it watched the potential for a
francxphone country on oar border not only rejected by Quebecians, but
ignored by Woosterites. Mcoday.bytbesliimnestof margins, Quebecians
rejectedaproposalthat would bjweaiabuahed Quebec a tepecate nation.
Quebec, Eke Texas, would have been a damn good nation. like Texas,
speaking inhabitant, respondent
Quebec has a large body of
non-Engl-isa

iHrfnrritM-raiwTmriraitytnafomf-

m

dose of regional pride. Luckily, alxhough Quebec has twice rejected this
proposal, many inhabitants have already proinised to pick at the issue over
and over again, like a festering sore, until it eventually passes. Admittedly, there could be some negative affects, one of which is that if
you went there, you'd probably have 10 speak French. Another is that it
crinniriea' qnea-tk-n
would frill tftf Tpngtt xrVfMA hnrrW hetwm
in Tririal Pursuit. Third, some people seem to be more concerned
about successful economies and world markets than they are about giving
an oppressed people the cultural and political freedom to which all whiny
special interests are
Here at the Voice, we understand the need to defend the scorned, to uplift
tff tnyjWmjiwyairtM,iig in he free. To those western provinces seeking
we lift mr lamp herida ma golden
to fntfr into a Iff" ptif
is something that all people
and
respect
independence
need
for
door. The
English-speakideserve, even if they speak French. If any of the h,
provinces need help petitioning Congress for statehood, we offer our
limited bat enthusiastic help.

tn

l

God-give- n.

inn-Miim-

,

!

ng

oil-ric-

Presidential Search Criteria: More!

Security Choices

With great excitement did we read the guidelines srjproved by the
Presidential Search Cornrninre for the new President. Aside from the
inconspicuous The search will not (Escriminate on the basis of... sexual
orimtfrtacs:ffd onto fof 'end. tVwcMriieiiMreelationa
which we were happy to see released to the public
included one of the more telling accountings of the
The
aid,
Gnnces
cl recent years.rcvealm
Cofle'a
students in reality pay for little more than the cost of mstruction at Wooster.
wfra the remainder (food and housing included) covered by donations and
the surplus from the College's "Auxiliary Enterprises." The document also
gives an honest appraisal of the chalknges facuigWcostermrheconung
years, including large numbers of faculty retirements, fund raising, and

The article concerning an attack
on a female student behind Mateer
was very good but trussed the point.
WbJe a is important to keep people
informed, there was a larger issue
that could have been addressed. I
have been wondering where all of
rhe orange vests have gone. Having
been a student here last year, I can't
helpbutremember that there used to
be many more security officers on
campus. Now, it appears, they no
longer travel in pairs and there are
usually only two or three officers
walking individually around the
campus. In fact, according to a
friend I have who works on security,
he is sometimes the only one out
there, excepting the car and golfcart
crews. If officers are of such little
important why have any at all? It
would be easier and perhaps faster
tohaveinem sent omtoescort people
oropenalockeddoor. Havingonly
three people cover the entire cam-jjus by wandering idlyarouol seems
useless, especially when they are
also by themselves. With security
,iq its current state officers arejust as
likely to be attacked as students.
Perhaps you could find out the reason for these changes and why instead of actual help we are only
provided security phones and bulle-

twwf

recruiting.

The document is an honest one, and one which does not shy away from
Woosters wenkrtcsics. In its entirety, though, it improvej our estimation
of the College's position and forces us to icthink some previous criticisms.
We wonder why such frank information was only niade public now, in this
manner, and why such information is not released more often.
These views represent the najorky views of the editorial
board and not necessarily the views of the entire staff.
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occasion, I became locked out of my
room with some vital indication"
locked inside. Bad the security officer taken any longerin arriving, he
would have found me collapsed on
the hie in asthmatic shock. Perhaps

victim's rights. When an attack like
this occurs, the media often ignores
the pain of the victim. The most
detrimental thing a victim loses is
control. It is stolen by the attacker
both physically and mentally. The
attacker has control during the attack, the police have control while
one. reports the crime, doctors have

Security is expected to provide.
Either they need more personnel, or
lower goals. There seems to be an
obvious choice.

eojrtrpUyh
-

a Policy

Voice Needs

on Attack

In the October 20 Voice, there
was a front page article that greatly
troubledme. This article, written by
Aaron Rupert, was a retelling of the
Friday, October 13, attack on a
Wooster student This article
quoted the victim from the police
report, elaborated on an interview
fe-m- ale

with Carrrpos Security .and m
importance of Campus Security
y-uw-

ri

m general I called the author the
day the article was released, and
onder
g
Fdecided not
rmiiu
um
mt
drawing out this issue. Yet, after
lastweek'spaper.rfeltitwas necessary to write a letter to report the
reasons behind the protest, which
were not fully explained in the article entitled The Silencing of the

gn.

igy

m-vni-

--

A

Voice.-

Wiry was I bothered by such an
if the officers are article? TVni'l T want nrmt tn krvYar

'T? to

m

this is the type of demonstration
necessary to get a decent number of
officers on campus. They try hard,
but two to three persons simply can-n-ot
provide aU of the services that

errors rtyVTikh'Ty

.on
ramrns

campus? The answer is yes.
security is exrremelY. irn-portant The second half ofRupert's
article v very thorevghmksdis- enssion of campus aeenrity. Al- though campus alerts were plastered
ail over, it was a newsworthy issue
that needed more discussion.
g

-

The reason I took offense to the
article was the mistreatment of the

etc .

.v

..c

.

."

s

One of the only things the victim
can have control over is how the
event is publicized. When the reporter of the story did not bother to
ask the victim for an interview or
even warn her about the impending .
article, he tocksornethmg away from
her. She could have had control
over this part of the process. By
quoting directly from the police
be took her own words without
Hairing l rj jiw intinrt- - Tn mnslcMea,
the writer is required to obtain or
verify theqx)tefromUscrce. By
using the police xeport.be legally
avoided talking .with the victim.
Since he had her name and address.
why didn't he confer with her? Good .
question. ,. When I spoke with him,
be explained that he had not wanted,
to upset her. Yet, that is exactly
what he did with the article. He said
that, he felt be needed to use the
quotes to give the victim a more
powerful voice in the article. What .
would be more powerful than let-- :
ting her use her own voice? When I
spoke widi the victim about the article, she said she would have done
an anonymous interview with him if
be had only asked. Almoughlknow
that Rupert's intention was to help,
net harm, that dees not change the
re-po-

rt,

--

--

outcome.

?

This is not the

first-o-

-.

r

the last

amkdctooccur.arKl certainly not the
most violent either. Everyyear there
are rapes, snacks, and robberies.
See LETTER page 5
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Parking: A problem waiting to be fixed

OX make no mistake about ft, the
parking simarion on this campus
nrlr fnr many
Kevin UlUlt reasons besides

the

obvious

overcrowding problems The main
problem is that the College does not
standby its responsible students who
obey parking policy. Instead, it tells
them to go park at the stadium.
Li order to park on campus, students are supposed to register their
vehicle with security, pay twenty
dollars a year, and display a parking
permit. At the time of registration,
the student is given a handbook of
parking policies which he is then
liable for knowing. If one reads the
handbook, he will find that security
makes no pretense about protecting
his vehicle, claiming no liability or
responsibility for vehicles parked on
campus. Supposedly; fliough. the V
student wflVbe free from

an unregistered vehicle is assigned
to park.
Now we come to the problem
point Not all students register their
vehicles, creatmgasurpias of cars in
campus spots. One might think that
for twenty dollars yon can expect
that security

Quitefrankly, as the system
call North stands currently, there is
End Oarage
and have the absolutely no benefit to
miscreant registering your vehicle.
would gladly

non regis- tend vehicles towed away. One
might think wrong. I have personally called security at least ten times
when I could not find a spot any.

where in my "assigned areasJ iv--er- y
time I am told that I can park near
the stadium. Inevitably ! end up
but I
parking on Henrietta-Stree- t,
recently got a note on my car from

udforJr
as ,TJureguttretfllket9

such violations
Vehicle," and "Taihire
Parking Permit," while at die same
time have a parking space reserved
somewheremcampusfechim. Violations such as "Failure to Park in
Assigned Area" however, are fair
game for all, though I wonder how
they would go about justifying where
--

as the system stands currently, mere
is absolutely no benefit to registering your vehicle. This must change.
There are several options which
could improve the parking situation
on campus.
1). Unregistered vehicles need to

loXsPx&hZ7
'-

,

v

first option

would make students consider
whether or not they really need to
have their car here.
large por- 5). Build more parking lots. Of
bon of the course more people would then bring
unregistered vehicles, perhaps keep- cars here and one or more of the
ing some off campus, perhaps forc- above policies would also need to be
ing others to register. In any case, I instituted.
am sure the College could make a
6). Use McGaw as a parking
fair piece of change from North End garage. (This is my personal favorGarage in the form ofa kickback for ite!) No
necessary!
die lowing revenue the mass towing-woulBut seriously, certain combinagenerate. I have been to tions of the first five options could
colleges where a tow truck is a cam- do something to help the poorly orpus figure. Perhaps they have the ganized system of parking that we

would
eliminate a

re-decora-tion

though don't leUTockL. Circle your
favorite options from the above list,
and send the article to Keith James
in Campus Mail. Do this by next
Friday. If he gets enough articles
with a consensus of opinion on any
of the options, he will get the point
that he needs to make some policy
changes. If he does not respond to
the student body by Monday, November 27th, we will need to demonstrate a show of resolve. I have
something in mind, but let us hope
that our adininistration cares s little
for the concerns of students, and
takes some action to make us happy.
That, after all, is their job. Expect
nothing less than that they do their
jobs. Let's make Wooster more
livable.

d

r.
solution.
2 Freshman-- excuse me- - First
Year students need to be forbidden
to maintain cars on campus. As is
the above policy, no cars for freshman is a policy at almost every other
college in the country.
3). Eliminate registration of ve?
hicles. This nght tuni into a free
.

Unregistered Vehicles can accrue
ticket upon ticket before security
bothers to find out who owns the car.
A student who registers his car is
immediately culpable for all parking
in any place other than where the
handbook says is OK. Quite frankly,
-

registration. The University ofHart-for- d
charges over $300 per semester
for vehicle registration. They then
police the parking lots thoroughly to
prevent violations. Raising the price

be towed
out. This

-

-

for all, but at least there would not
be the issue of "What am I paying
$20 for?" like there is now.
4) . Raise the price of vehicle

Kevin Hunt is the

self-appoint-ed

Ranter for the Voice

LETTER from page 4

have here.
If you care about parking here,
take five minutes out of your busy
day- - maybe even five of the twenty
minutes that you are driving around
looking fora spot, and help solve the
problem. Cut out this article from
the Voice. Fear not, desecrating the
Voice is not yet punishable by death- -

When the next attack happens, I
hope the Voice staff will think of
the victim more as a person than as
a story. I hope that the Voice would
create a policy to deal with such
cases in the future.
Emily S. Durway '97

Seizing Our Legal Rights: Update

The College Q

AvoM a ImwsuU, But Not Leg

SfocepulEsblhgWcolu
Legal Rights," two weeks ago, students, par-, mmmMMMWmMm mmmi mmm, etf , BMitPTri, and
M

Benjamin Wachs

faajSty

enenmaped me
to press the lawsuit. The administration, hcwever.h so qtuet
that you'd think another student had been
attacked; aU we heard was the faint sound of
sticking their beads
a dozen
in the sand.
Of course, if we relied on the administration
to give us information, we'd all still be asking
"What do yon mean, Suzanne Woods isn't
president?", and whether they like it or not,
Vice-Preside-

nts

eventsarernovingoutrjastucontroL While

place? - -The College may already be taking steps to
remedy some of these problems. Rumor has
it (and Just rumor, mind you) that William
Snoddy's office is looking into ways to get
SprimtodeleteourSSNsfrom their files. The
Office of Student Accounts is now sending
our little green billing statements in sealed
envelopes, and told me that they hadn't even
known that these statements were unsealed
untfl theyread abottUmtheVo&ff. It'sanice
gesture on their part, but unfortunately it
doesn't mean much: first, the post-offi-

the Oast Action lawsuit has not yet been
filed, I have secured the students needed to
sue (others are always welcome), and the
College should be receiving notification of
my intent from Mr. Meade within the week,
rm often asked, "Just what are yon suing
for?" the common assumption being that we
are trying to squeeze the College for everything bis worth. While, admittedly, I Eke the
idea of getting a check with ray diploma, the
only money that will be included in the suit
will be court costs, legal fees, and possibly
lequiring the College to disgorge the profits
they received from the Sprint contract. Beyond that, we are looking for the following
injunctions: 1) that the College never do it
aftta (obviously). 2) That the College immediately oversee the dfjfrkwt of students So
cial Security Numbers from Sprints records.
3) That the College stop using students' SSNs
This last item is particularly important
Gives the
that can result from the
Improper release of aa SSN. why can't the

forb$cp

God
use our names: we all know that computers
can't possibly handle sequences of letters
with the same precision they do numbers. I
frankly don't care what other kind of identification device they come up with: our astrological signs followed by our numerology
number would suit me if it suits them, but
since that device (name, number, graphic design, commercial slogan. Haiku poem, or otherwise) geu sem out to every department on
campus, ft shouldn't be information whose
release could do a student (and their family)
damage. A good example of something not to
use would be our SSN, which leads me to ask,
whose idea was ft to use them in the first
-

ce

seabtheenvetopes.sotheyfofm
of Student Accounts to the
post-offi-

.

ce

in an

unsealed condition, and second, when I received my Id, my SSN was clearly visible
through the Ettie plastic window anyway,
bkxw of thiswouldbeaproblem if oor student
account numbers were oar favorite movie
followed by bow many more years we expect.
Hank Copeland to go on teaching. If the
CVPfy tarft strttffrfrnfifythf tpproWfnit
all well and good. Otherwise, they can expect
to see us in court.

--

Sprint bee doing
all this time? Nothing, oot even its Job.
Complaints about Sprint haven't slowed, and
in some cases have gotten worse. Senior
Courtney Young, for example, found that the
$100 payment she had sent Sprima month ago
had been cashed, but not credited to her account When she tried to find out what was
going on, the Sprint operators (not a one of
whom she described as "helpful") gave her
put her on hold, disconnected
the
her, and would not give out the names of their
supervisors. On many occasions, they told
her to call back later, and on one occasion they
swore they would call herback, and never did.
This is typical; the students whom Sprint
overcharged in violation of contract also reported service so bad it was almost French,
and the superiors of Collegiate Connection
operations manager for Wooster Mary Beth
Lesko, have not yet called me back lie she
promised they would. Why is it that a phone
company has so many problems returning
phone calls? Maybe Sprint needs an AT&T
calling card. I plan to get one.
Three weeks ago, when I asked William
Snoddy Just what was wrong with Sprint's
computers, he told me that he didn't know,
and that as long as the bills were accurate and
on time, he didn't care. Well, Mr. Snoddy,
they're not: Sprint is still making mistakes to
the tune of $100 checks as the result of a
contract the College set up for the students,
butwon'tletussee. Courtney Young is lucky
tiuU they admitted ft was ihdr mistake; other
students are expected to pay hundreds of dol-labecause of Sprint'scomputer errors. Now.
students have to go to outside lawyers and
spend their own money in order to remedy
si nations we are not responsible for. When I
asked President Hales about the situation, he
run-arou- nd,

rs

said it was complicated, and that ho would
look into it I haven't heard back from him
either, and that would just be a campus call.
It is an embarrassment to the entire College
of Wooster that students need to seek outside
help to deal with a College problem. Yet, sad
though it is, the same administration that

--

wants to prepare us to be leaders in the 21st
century is showing us that leadership consists
memory so low that you can
of a short-terbarely remember you have students, let alone
that they have problems. It's a good thing that
"sense of humor" is listed among the qualities
for which Wooster is looking in its next president because Mr. Hales' and Mr. Snoddy's
inaction is making the College very easy to
laugh at. Students, however.are not laighing.
We are incensed that the same College which
will not show us our own phone contract is
willing to give out our SSNs to the phone
company. We are outraged that the College
seems to feel that ft has no responsibility if its
students are abused, mistreated, and defrauded
by a phone company that it invited in without
their consent. We also know that even if the
administration chooses to deny its ethical
.to students, there is legal recourse.
Students don't want to have to use it but
administrative inattention is driving us towards ft at full speed. I suppose. President
Snoddy, it comes
Hales and
down to a simple question: why are you in the
field of education? Ifit's because you believe
in education, or care for the students, your
course is plain. If, on the other hand, you're
in ft for the money, letme suggest you go into
a more honest line of work, like managing a
Savings & Loan.
m

re-sponsib-ility

Vice-Presid-ent

Benjamin Wachs is Viewpoints editor of
the Voice
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Feature
Women In Science Save the World
Sophomore Mkhele Hayward

KSISTEN DEMALINE

offered a slightly different perspec-

I am aa English major, which has
led more than one member of

tive on why she enjoys WIS.
"Learning about careers la science,

Women in Science k ponder my especially math careers, is valuable."
Her favorite program this semester
presence as an officer of the organization. I can only say mat it is was the student panel who related
among the many pleasures I have their study abroad experiences in Abhere at CjO.W.io (line m the luxuri-oerdeen. Washington. D.C. and
North faculty lounge in Lowry Nanzan University in Japan. She also
(you don't need a PhD. to eat there, enjoys "getting to know the professors as people and talking to them."
just be sure to tote your own
Program planner Jenny Liebfried
each Monday evening at six. (I
98 is one of two people responsible
just thought mat little factoid might
majors to for arranging the speakers and pan
entice some
join, or at least read on.)
Women in Science is an organization for all students on campus
who wish to support women in science at Wooster. You don't have to
be a woman and I would sure love SARAH FENSKE
company from my fellow humanities majors. As Frank Harris 98
I first realized that something was
saysTlegsrdlesofyoursex.
different when I walked across camis science; the door is open lo everypus at &30 on Saturday morning
one. Cbnxarxi listen to ihe speakers
and saw other students up and about.
saying something worthwhile. I enIt was barely daylight, yet I was
joy people talking about science, and running into people I usually don't
Im peraorafly interested m science." see until noon. Then I was reminded
is a great feeling to see the
of the strange sight I had witnessed
arte nda ace increase since I have
the night before. It was a Friday
started", c'wmpfff president Carie
aight and the whole campus.
Tori 97. "We are having really big Bissman included, was perfectly
turnouts of fifty or sixty smflwirs. It stilL After combining these two
also nice to go somewhere together, irregularities with the legions of
Eka when we went 19 the Carnegie
ariddaxged people milling' about'
fnfY list year."
campus, it suddenly struck me that
Faculty are also invited and welthis was no ordinary weekend. The
come to join the group Cor their coffees had
the Quietest alzht and
presentations. "It's fun meeting and the earliest morning
it will probably
talking to stadents'says one of the
ever see for the duration of the year,
group's advisers, Virginia Pea, as- because was Parents Weekend.
it
sociate professor of chemistry.
Most students felt that their parWhen asked what the felt the most
ents had a pretty good time. David
positive contribution of the group Celebrezze
99 explains that this
was, she replied, "Encouraging was his parent's fifth such weekend
women to stick with science." Anna
here at CO.W. He notes that his
Andrews of the physics department
tbf
j"
paifT'ii
sets as the other adviser.
trvities the college had planed;
Richard Bromund. professor of
wasn't something exceptional for
chemistry, tiled "the variety of programs and the fact that it is a very
qs

nap-kin- s)

non-scien-

ce

els each week. Student pwf-l- on
study skill i, research experiences,
summer jobs, and studying abroad
have Been offered every year. "The
group tries to bring in professionals
from the outside who can offer perspectives on life after graduation
for science students. Alio, a trip to
a site of interest, such as the
Carnegie Science Center in Pittsburgh, or the Rain Forest in the
Cleveland Metroparks Zoo, is taken
s

if possible each year, "

"Next week we will be having
Michelle Parker, assistant director

of Career Services, speak shot it sum

mer internships and strategies for
getting them. We're hoping to get
people who are professionals in the
icience community as well.
So. next Monday night when
voire contemplating another night
of lieamnglesj gossip or reading
over linner, stop by the North fac JENNIFER NADER
ulty kxmge and show your support
Every year a small band of colfor ont of the most wooderful
lege
students trek out onto the quad
on campus! All, regardarmed
only with their sleeping bags
preferless of major, gender, music
ence, place of residence, and class and whatever mysterious fluids may
be in their thermoses. Their mission
year, are welcome.
is. to build small shacks out of cardboard and spend the night on the

Exploring Life in
a Box

orga-nizatio-

m

Guess Who's Coming To Dinner

Parents9 Weekend '95: trials and tribulations

It

hffyy

consistent but diverse group of
people who attend," as his biggest

f

It

them, but they enjoyed themselves."
First year student Hope Reese took
her parents to the
in
Scot Lanes on Saturday night. She
aays,"They got to watch the Indians
TV so they were
on the
happy." Reese adds that it was
difficult to hare her parents around;
get-togeth- er

big-scre-

en

"I didn't know
what to do with
them. I didn't
know bow to
en-tert- aia

them."

For Ian
tnisr-wa- s

199
not a

.

asm for the rest

thing to keep my
entertained: they keot theeo- serves encrrtairra iney just orove
around Amish country!"

Another first year, Matthew
Andersen, says one of the first things
bis parents did was to peruse the
Voice. He said. They picked up a
copy of the Wooster Voice and said,
Oolly Gee, bat if this isn't the best
thing since blueberry pancakes. "
His parents, much to Anderson's

:
of the trip. He says,

"They thought it was pretty good. . .
either that or they were too exhausted
from the drive to think straight"
Anderson had no problem finding
things for bis parents to da They
went to the football game and the
Wooster Chorus Concert on Satur- -'
day. He says.
"We had a lot of

"They picked up a copy
of the Voice, and said,
'Golly Gee, but If tills
isn't the best thing since

"Ididntdoany- -

catching up to do,
so we spent a lot
cfdme talking. I
had a very busy
stuff on tbearown.

but when I did

spend time with them k was quality,
reflective time."
For the stndents without parents
in attendance, there were pluses and
m muses about Parents' Weekend.
Notes Sarah SkeHy '99, "There

wasn't as much going on, but I really kind of liked not being tied
down. They had activities parents
could go to, but they didn't make it
please see PARENTS, page 7
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summer research experiences as
being helpful in their introduction
to life at Wooster.
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Katie Anderson 96 agrees wuh
her. She says, " Having the frost
settle on me wasn't very pleasant,
but it helped me to realize a little of
what people go through in the cold. '
It was also a nice bonding experiSo yes, there are lessons to be

-

leaned, bat enough of this

srnarminess. When I asked Jos
Zimmerman '97, the head of
Wooster's Habitat for Humanity

1

--

live. Many of the participants admit
to having similar experiences. Leah
Hergott '96 says, "Love Shack is

ence because everyone was singing
and snuggling together for warmth."

iaA
incjTa'itaM, wiusetmjcgv
w.

er

hard-ibipa-

Off-Camp- us

at.

quad. What is this strange phenom-

enon you ask? Quite simply, this is
Love Shack. , ..,;. ;. w.
Now in its fifth year.Love Shack
is U largest fund-raisfor the campus chapter of Habitat for Humanity. Participants raise money by
asking fellow students, friends,par
ents, professors, siblings, civil servants, and just about anyone else
who will listen, if they would like to
sponsor a student to sleep on the
quad. This year it fa estimated that
over 500 dollars was raised.
Since I have established exactly
what Love Shack is, I might as well
talk a little about what it fa like to
participate. .The boxea we ated to
cwuuithsiahfljBa;weiti.ieft for
us in Douglass lounge. 'Twenty five
people scrambled about doing their
beat to build aa manv "shacks aa
possible for people to sleep in.
Unfortunately, this year there were
not enough boxes to go around for
everybody. A group of about eight
of us. myself included, slept in the
open air. Unul then, I neverrealized
bow cold October nights could be.
This is my second yearparticipat
ing in Love Shack, Each year I
participate. I am reminded of how
lucky I am that I have somewhere to

always a humbling experience for
me. It is hard to imagine what
people with nowhere to sleep deal
with, but sleeping out for one night
."
helps give a glimpse into their

reasons for attending.
First-yestudents offered many
reasons for their involvement, citing recent programs on "How to be
Successful in the Saences,"Sched-ulin- g
for
Study", and

-

The Love
Shack

chapter, to talk to me abouthisLove
5mV f npfi lent 'ft he fryfrrd H pyt

VWaea the weather tarns, saabathers knproriat

ftobyEBJCBAXXEN

and said quite calmly.

1 enjoy
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Rain, Rotten Hearts and Relationships
The whole Idea of relationships
leaves otherwise articulate people,
completely tongoened. When asked
about her thoughts on the value of
iehtionships.JenniferAter99said.
"I don't know." Oordy McCreight
96 got off to a better start but be is.

RACHEL POPE
B was a Saturday afternoon and
the leaves were srtnshine oo the
ground, and wouldn't yoa know it?,
"The Power of Love" was playing
in Lowry Center when I looked out
the window and sawaboyandagbi.
Somehow the girl had fallen down
and was sprawled in the leaves, and
the boy was leaning over to kiss her.
They were both laughing.
I tamed away. The Power of
Love" indeed! I had physics homework to dot acceleration to figure
out and Newton's third law. Important things!
Still it was a nice moment It was
even admirable. After all, small
campus dating is a hard thing to da
There's a scarcity of places that one
can go on dates to, and even fewer
that one can go to and still be alone.
According to back copies of the
Volet, this was even a problem way
back in the sixties. This dilemma
led Beth Roessler 98 and Jamie
Christensea 96 to conclude that
there are only three types of relationships possible on this campus;
"Friendship, making out, and sex."
In contrast to this bleak and cynical
statement, we should also note that
17 of Wooster graduates marry

"A Turtle Who
Could Not Swim':yy
KATHRYN PLANT

is the nine year old granddaughter of
who greets students on many of the
Chris,
Chris Plant.
days the eat in Lowry, wanted to share this story with

Kathryn Plant
the

antcher:'Tbew!Bsmnutoaha

bredabitofparanoiamme. I feel as
if people are beginning to say, iOh,
there goes my poor lonely friend,
RacheL" Pretty soon,I wQlbeknown
as the Utter fiiend, the friend with the
blackjottenbeart AcconSngtoLiam
Kelly "97 having a rotten heart is not
all bad. He says, "It's very economi-ca- L
and looks neat in
Bat why is everybody coupling
op anyway? I personally blameiton
the weather. It's November, and we
all know what that means. Dark by
five, snow on the ground and cold,
cold, cold! Thisisnoatmosphereia
be social in; we want to coddle, to
get away from everything, forget
about ourselves and that damn wind
chin factor too. I should add here
X-rays."

'
after all, a senior with three years
PK?fB
i

experience

tftfl

Jen,

"Men and women," he said, and
then he stopped for a minute. He
it bask onBd,
contained. "Men and women; they
like to hang out" Joyce at the front
desk refused to comment on the
subject and in an episode of the
-

)tOroir,put

"WoriderYears,"KevmArnold,inan
attempt to say something about much
the same thing, could only mutter,
"Maybe sheU change her mind."
That's the same thing our parents
say when we teU them we want to
marry someone beautiful, and smart

wearing

a sign?

'

-

intelligent and be able to make me
laugh. They should be fun loving
easy to be around. I don't like
conceited guys." "
ADe Parker 97 was also this side
of specific. About the right girl, he

THE SHACK
&

Open Mon

cappucino In
town!

Sat until

Htst bagels

Ask about
The Shack Coffee Club &
The Shack Mug Club
262-966-

5

10:00 PM

umjbo avat IP name uuo siuocasicz.
Option one: Pretend there's no
such thing as the opposite sex.
Option two: Come up with new
and fun theories to explain the opposite sex. One example, from an
anonymous sophomore is: "Boys

Pio

Double

Okay, in most cases the "right"
person wouldn't need to be wearing
asign.Weknow who they are. Kate

Risky 97 says, "They have to be

wouldbelovely. Butcraiteobvkxsry,
thisbX thecase, somthc meantime.

prets this to mean that you have to
be open and honest with the people
you're interested in daring. In other
words, telling people what you want
is often the best way of getting it
Now.' if eight week old Riley has
the courage to muddle through the
dating realm and come up with answers like that so should we. And if
you ask me, the first place to start
looking for these answers is the
Weather Channel.

continued from page 6

so exclusive that if you didn't have
parents here you felt left out They
activididn'thave nxtber-daughtties or anything, and that was nice."
Skelly mentions that her
roommate'sparents went out of their
er

way to befriend her. She says,-- felt
like I was adopted, and I appreciated
that" Indeed, most students without
parents said they felt as if their friends
were overly generous in sharing theirs.
Parents provided dinner for their
children'sfriendsandmade small talk
with them at athletic events.
Only two negative things were said
about the enure weekend. The first of
these dealt with the lack of normal
college things to do, after parents had
returned to their lodgings. Reese says,
There were no parties at all on campus." The other dealt with parents'
lodgings themselves.
The problem? They were too far
away. Ian Keith's parents were able
togetahotelintown, but that Keith
says, was only because "they made
reservations last spring. As soon as
I was accepted here, they started

working on hotel reservations."
Other parents were not so lucky,
and were forced to stay as far as
forty minutes away, something neither parents or students were'thrlfiea'
about Anderson's parents called
for reservations relatively early,and
still got stuck with an inn a good
half-hodrive away. Still, says
Anderson, "They told me they bad
enjoyed themselves, which is why I
was confused when my inom almost
cried when they left"
So the parents wem home, and the
.
students stayed on for another week
of classes, sports, and maybe even,
dare I say it . . . .parties?
ur

(JdSCz

Outside

.

that FHrabtfh Wiemels 93 dis-

' If only people could just Can out of
our dreams and into our laps, life

Dining

and perfect They say, "Youll
change your mind when yoa meet
the right person, honey." The right
person. Who is this right person
anyway, and are they going to be

agrees. She says, Teople are more
likely to pair off in the summer,
because its more sultry." This may

be so. Men and women, and the
relationships bet ween themaie very
hard to understand.

capus.

0ne day a turtle wanted to see if be could swim,
instead he sank. He found out he could not swim. He
said, be was never going to swim again.
Then one day another turtle came to see if he wanted
to play. He said, "What are we going to do?" The other
turtle said, "We can go to the creek. I said no because I
could not swim." "I will teach you how to swim," said
the other turtle.
So they went to the creek and the other turtle taught the
turtle how to swim. They became best friends forever.
So he was my best friend for the rest of my life.

clos-estfxle- nili

p

are stupid and men are bad."
Option three: Talk to your kitten.
Justin Rubovits 97 talked to his
kitten Riley, and got some good
advice about girls. Riley is quoted
as having said, "Ask them (girls) to
play and they win." Rubovits inter--

1

Right now k is hard for me to take
daring lighrty, since half of my
arefpUHMilyinfolvedtOr
becorninytovulwudy w htt slgnifl3

says,MSbenastobe funny and fun to
be with. She can't be overbearing,
but she has to be outgoing. What
else? She has to be intelligent, and
has to be willing
this is the crux-sh- e
toget to know me without expecting
a relationship right off the bat"

"Homo o'

?
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Pianist
Raymond

John Miller Begins 80th Season of
Wooster Symphony Orchestra
Wooster Symphony Orchestra starts year off with
The founder of the Bubonic Bas-aoQuartet in Boston, Miller also
began the Boston Baroque Ensemble. He made the first recording
of Hammers Bassoon Concerto on
the Cambridge Records label. Concertos by Vivaldi, Mozart, and
Vanhal rank among Miller's most
recent recordings.
m Presently the principal bassoonist
of the Minnesota Orchestra. Miller
has also been an active member of
the music faculty at the University
of Minnesota. He has performed
countless solos and has traveled
throughout the United States presenting master classes, rccifali and
on

SALLY THELEN
The Wooster Symphony Orchestra will kick off its 80th anniversary
.

season, inchidingihc appcai'ance of
aeveral interna tiortafly known
this Sunday. Renown bassoonist John Miller win accompany
the Wooster Symphony Orchestra
and Wooster Symphony Chamber
Orchestra at their season opening.
per-forme- rs,

Condoned by Jeffrey IJnrfberg.
the concert will feature Ode to Lift
by Adams, Symphony No. 35 inD
Major,
385. CHaffeer") by
Major
Mozart, Concertino in
for Bassoon and OrchestratOp. 12
by David, Soliloquy No. 2 for Bos-toand Strings by Rogers, Concert Piece for Bassoon and Strings
by Phillips and A American in Parish
by Gershwin.
Wooster, is
Miller, no stranger
known for the annual John Miller
Bassoon Symposium, which is held
each summer at the College and
jointly sponsored by Miller aod
Wooster's Department of Music
Miller received his early musical
training at the Peabody Conservatory and at the New England Conservatory. He also holds a bachelor
of science degree fat humanities and
engineering from Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and was
awarded a Fulbright grant for music
study in Amsterdam.

r.

B-fl-

at

on

--

concerts with the American Reed
Trio.
Debuting in 19 1 6 at the College's
Memorial Chapel as the Wooster
Orchestral Society under the direction of its founder and conductor
Daniel D. Parmelee, the Wooster
Symphony Orchestra is the second
oroldest continuousiy-performin- g
chestra in Ohio. Its performances
feature new and classic works from

the symphonic repertory.
The Orchestra's 80th season will
include three concerts in totaL The
second performance on February 11
wiU feature distinguished soprano
and Wcoster alumna Erie Mills. This

concert a HI tlx premiers a new
work by Wooster professor of music arid composer Jack Gallagher.
During the final concert on April

Violence in the Streets
the life of the
Spike Lee
gangster in "Clockers"
de-glamori-

zes

FILM REVIEW- -

this feature, do not expect this movie
to oeexactryDx the noveL In Price's
novel, everything is examined from
thepointof view ofRocco Klein. In

CAROLYN WISE
Prom atart

to finish, "dockers"

has Spike Lee written all over it.
by Lee,
Directed and
"CVxkcrs" is the despairing tale of
two Mack brothers: Strike (played
by aewcomer. Mekhi Phifer). a
small-tim- e
drag dealer, referred on
the streets as a "docker", and his
brother, a hard willing family man
(Isaiah Washington) trying to escape the circumstances wrapped
around his life; two cops (Harvey
Keftd and John Turtsno); and a
powerftidrraj dealer (Deirc? Undo)
tor whoa Strike works.
Though Lee's film generally
the same sequence of events as
they occur is Richard Price's novel
of the same name, and though much
of Price's gritty dialogue found its
way straight fiom his pages and into
co-produ-

ced

fo-lo-

ws

the film, we see things through
Strike's eyes, his thoughts, actions,
and experiences. Lee's production
takes place in Brooklyn, although
Price's original story was set in the
New Jersey Bronx. Naturally, Spike
pot his own personal touches onto
the over-e- n package and feeling of
the film.
sists of crime scene stills. Right
away, Lee impresses upon the audience that, in bis view, the gingitcr
lift is not to be idealized and glorified. These highly graphic shots
show viewers the horror of death
and set the stage for the grim tone of
the movie.

Many of Lee's films deal with
please see CLOCKERS. page 9

Riley to

Perform

a bang...or bassoon, rather.

28, the Wooster
Symphony Orchestra and Chorus win be joined
by the Concord
Singers

and

NEWSSERVICES
Pianist Raymond Riley will give

a recital tonight, Friday, Nov. 3. at
The College of Wooster. His performance, which is fox and open to
the public will begin at 730pjn. in

of Akron
the

Westminster
Presbyterian

the Scbeide Music Center's Gautt
Recital HalL Schiede is located on
the southeast corner of University
St. and Beall Ave.
Featured works on the firstpart of
theevening'sprogram mVariadons
InP minor miASotviialnP minority
Franz JosephHaydn and four pieces
by Frederic Chopin, including Valse
Brillante, Opus 34, No. 1; Nocturne
in
minor. Opus 27, No. 1;
major. Opus 27,
Nocturne in
At
G minor, Opus
2;
Na ando
23. The second part of the program
will include Capriciio in F--sharp
minor. Opus 76, No. 1, and Capric-cioin- B
minor. Opus 76, No. 2, by

Church Choir for
the performance
of the Requiem.
Featured soloists
will include so-

prano Patricia
Kent,

mezzo-sopran-

o

Manhua

.

Zhan, tenor Robert Johnson and
bass Dong-Jia- n

C-sha-

D-fl- at

Gong.

Jeffrey

Lindberg, professor of music
the
and

Johannes Brahms and ibeSonataNo.
1, Opus 22, by Alberto Ginastera.

lm

orchestra's music director and

conductor,

rp

de-

A member ofAlma College's fac-

ulty since 1988, Riley teaches musi- NEWSSERVICES
scribes the events
cianship, piano peifut mnnoe, accomof this tctaaccTK u Joh MnVrleaAannpatfWTnrKhgtraw
hm paniment and applkauJefciaWmsic
number ofdishv
techfloxogyrA ntcccmscSorecial-is- t,
guished guest
Riley earned his Doctor of Muperformers will be on hand to help ulty and staff are admitted free, with sical Arts degree in piano perforgeneral admission at So. Tickets are mance frcmMkAiganStateUniwr-sit- y,
us honor the Wooster Symphony
available at the Lowry Information
where be studied with the reThe concert on this Sunday, No- Desk and at the door on the evening nowned Ralph Votapek. He also
vember S, begins at 8:15 PM in of the performance.
holds degrees from DePaul UniverMcGaw ChapeL All students, fac- sity and the University of Illinois.
--
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TOtppm in ' 'Get Sh6r

dockers

FILM REVIEW

i

han-keri- ng

Yoomaythinkthatyoulurreseen
enocgh of Jobs Travolta cruising
tbetirycfLA-inadarksui- t.
After

sexnehewatchesoneofbis favorite ChiS has one.-films, Orson WeDes' fihnnoirclas-sa-c - umeendeveryone,inonewayor
fri yrifHtlfJ CtfffCf feOOrt hCf&
Touch of Evfl" and we see that another, JaUs for Chili, mc.ftyfing
ctived from "Pulp Fiction" and all ' he has an memoes memorized. He's the audience. Travolta plays him
tl publicitythat followed, one niay MimMwmwwpclMrftCtef Bnrotindctf ' wonderfully, keeping a stern,
gaze,
be ready for Travolta to don another by buffoons. Tm the one who's
telling yon how it is," is Chili's - never flinching whether he has a
gun pointed to hh head or is orderNot ao fast. In "Oct Shorty" his refrain when asked who he is.
character of Chili Palmer is no
On assignment to collect gam- - :' ing his jittery debtors to look at
Vincent Vega (for those of yoowbo bling debts from a low-removie me". He easily steals the show.
"Get Shorty" is a satisfying film.
have never seen a college dorm room producer, Harry Zimm (played by
wall, that was Travolta's character Gene Hackman). Chili's seizes the & also has received a deluge of critiin Tulp Fiction"). la the fan, mod- opportunitytopitchainovie ideate ' cal praise, not to mention box office
erately satirical "Get Shorty" be has toZimmafterhe has broken into revenue. Since when, though, does
plays amnrti different character and his boose lo get the money. The ' satisfying eqnal excellent. Itisasad
director Barry Sonnenfeld delivers dense Zimm, whose movie's are not day whenafilm islaudedas brilliant
a mnch different kind of pleasure. - known for their quality (Tve seen when it has merely achieved that
Based on the novel by Elmore better fOm on teeth," remarks one), supposedly standard goal of basic
Leoriard"Get Shorty"has an elaboftitntf hf fyy fa brilliant and faWt
But & seems m these times of
rate plot wim a soiplns of important Chili his associate in getting the film
sparse cinematic quality, when a
characters to accompany it. It is the produced.
Dozens of other characters get film canjustmake its audience laugh
kind of film that initially makes yon
wish that the ushers had passed oat involved in ways to intricate to re- once or twice, it is a noteworthy
churartrr directories at the door, count here. Bat each of them are acccmpfishrnent.I suppose I sdl!
detailing who does what and who marked with a flair that keeps them held ontothe reactionary view thota
owes who money. Often, films that from all getting tost amidst the con- film needs to do more thanconstruct
attempt to keep this many plates fusion. - Rene Rosso plays Karen a cote story in order to win my
srimiirig at orxx fail, inevitably los- Flores, an actress who stars in . pnCTfyfitiorart adoration and "Get
ing their balance and shattering a Zimm's pictures and longs to be Shorty" did not quite eanrthjtt from
few key characters or plot elements . known for sornethmg more than just me. Still, go to see this film; it has
in the process, jaqjt
adefightful assortment of inventive
her scream- .- MobsterrBoCaUett
en
But "XJet Shorty" is an exception. (BeTroDno-kIIlsmat 'his 'characters anda fall of wit. In the
Oradaally,anofiointerciwcied whimsy bat is most concerned with meantime. I'll be out watching
storylines take form, doe almost keeping his immaculate, white car-- Touch of Evil".
exclusively to the attention petdean. DanmDevito,inascath- -

est person Strike has to a father
figure is the drag dealer that be
works for. The close attention that

'

Lindo's character displays towards
Strike makes the final ffneome of
the movie logical and believable.
Unlike most feature films, mere is
no one "good" gny who wins in the
end. and there is not a "bad" gay
who gets punished by the conclusion. In fact, the opposite seems to

h-yoa

nt

occur. Daring most of the movie, the
viewer is baffled as to who has redeeming qualities and who does not
Again this is Lee's attempt to disOla-sio- n
the viewer with gangster life.
In Price's novel, the end of the
story is very discouraging and pessimistic. He emphasizes that there
are not necessarily happy endings
and that there is no nope tobetter the
situation in which these dockers
live. Lee, however, leaves die andi-

--

'

--

ence with

.-

.

Dreamy Mood Fop from Calliope
Plav this one in the dark...
--

ALBUM REVIEW

-

carried away by the strong guitar,
the consistent drums, and melodies
created by various horns and a har--

KATE GARDNER
'

When I Cm beard the self-titldebut album by Calliope. I had just
returned from The. Shack, where I
happened to be listening to Blondie
and Led Zeppelin. The change of
music was almost abusive to my
ears. Calliope is what I would classify as an "artsy," circumstantial
band. To listen to this music I have
The
to be in the right mind-se- t.
guitar, played by Jason Lantrip, is
ed

ed

mpt

so-phistic- ated

,

and creates a nice balance between
the necessary repetition and dramatic surprises of tones and transi- As I listened, I began to be

I did fmd that the vocals need to
bepolishedabitmore. Vocalistand
bora player, Andy Dryer, shows
more talent with his instruments mat
te does with his voice. He basically
whispers into the microphone and
practices bis scales. The musical
talent of the band would be helped .
further by a stronger, more confident singer. The style of the low
voice augmenting the
band is the correct step to
; forming an excellent band. Fortunately, vocal bits are few throughout ttealbtnn, so all is not lost.
''.
One major criticism that I most
dm about this band is that they
to add folk style to artsy,
music This is a bad
combination, that leaves a bad taste
in my mouth. Imagine adding baco-bi- ts
to mint chocolate chip ice cream
and that is what their tracks "Laugh- 'ing at Roadsigns" and "I Will or
Never So" sound like. The mix is
just wrong, but they only try ittwice
on this album. Again, all is not lost
- "Tangerines and Gingerale" and
at-te-

Later. when I had relaxed,

wasn't so bad after aJL The instro- -

'

well-disciplin-

of Spacemen 3. Coctean
Twins, and Love and Rockets. The
switch from seventies rock to this
niellow.refkctivemusfc originally
caused me to be harsh to the album.
yifUflyd my rnflni pnlaft 1"
tened to the music in the dark, I had
a different perspective. I discovered that mis band from Michigan

monica.'-- .

.

;

"

.

abffffKfrfffflTfij Ironically, the clos-

.

rm-seeing-right-throug-

- --.

varying relationships between sons
and their fathers. Clocken emphasizes the absence of Strike's father
and the possible effects that this

Sonnenfeldpaystodevelopingeach ing parody of the Hollywood mega-sta- r,
as Martin Weir has giant porof his characters; with Chili Palmer
' as the gbe that keeps it all together. traits of himself hanging in his mansion and boys a mini-va- n
Chili is a loan shark with a
based on
for the movie biz. In one the fact that the cool, charismatic

r

NAT MSSaXINS

to play the thug drug dealer, fine.
Eventually, however, yon are going
to die far reaL" Lee is shoving

continued from page 8

Travolta leads the way in Sonnenfeld's satire of Hollywood
--

a?e9

4-w-

a different feeling.

Though the ending of his often angry and edgy movie is also grim,
there is a lingering sense of optimism and of responsibility. Lee is
saying things have to get better, so
he designs a slight hope that they
Lee's message is that people
should stop running away from these
problems. He shows that no one is
going to stop die killing if they
notstcpttihemselves. "If you What

ffl.

ft

r

reality into the audiences face,
(whichishardtodbconsideringthis
is a moviethe ultimate form of
fantasy) and at the same time be is
showing them a hope for a better
tomorrow. He is asking them to
make better decisions and to look
- fry tafaWft choices.
Strike has never had a successful
vole model to emulate. Lee sag
gests in Clockers that yon cannot
; knock a person for not being what
they have never seen. Strike is not
familiar with other ways of life.
'Naturally, he is unaware of other
choices. He has a strong conscience
and lie is a good person. Strike just
miA
yrW ofNd iWitifft He
wants to do what is right, but he
feels like be does not have the means
to do it. Strike feels as though he
does not have any chokes.
Some of the violent killings in
Lee
this flk are almost dream-lik- e.
definitely used this film technique
to emblazon these images onto the
mind of die viewer. The quality of
.

L

i

the scenereflects theemotion, which
in turn evokes that feeling from the
audience.
Over-al- l,
Spike Lee's version of
"Clockers" is lighter than Richard
Price novel. Both takes on the
Clockers storyline are valid. One is
not necessarily more so than the
other. Lee did excellent work on his
adaptation. Although his film may
not be as truthfobas Price's bleak
depiction of Bronx clockers, it is
unquestionablya brilliant display of
cinematography, acting, and human
nature, r

begins.18 days 'til Thanksgiving break!t

"If I"are probably the best songs on

The countdown

Calliope. Both songs use good
wenorchestratcdrbythms
that put the band in the same league
wim Spacemen 3. "Tangerines and
Gingerale" uses a harmonica to re-

4Vans leave Lowry at

tran-sitionsa- nd

place the vocals in a style that reminds me of The The and steers
away from the style that Blues Traveler incorporates into their music.
"If I" stood out as the track that
demonstrated their ability to make
beautiful transitions. The song starts
with a swooning introduction with
what sounds like a mated trumpet,
switches toaCocteauTwins sounding guitar melody, and ends with a
psychedelic seventies guitar riff,
done nineties style. I had to listen
twice to catch where the transitions
take place. These songs demonstrate Calliope at their best.
The album itself has a few problems and the style of musk is not for
everyone. I cannot see this band
being found on any top forty lists. I
do recommend that this music be
listened to in dim lighting, with a
couple of close friends, whUe drink-in- g
burgundy wine. For people that
like artsy music, follow Spacemen
3, and listen to old Love and Rockets tones, this album is a good find.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER
11:00
trip to Cleveland

AM. for a
Climbing Wall!!
Spidermen-in-hiding...do-

All you

nt

I Cost is $10.
Also, at 7:30 and lOtfO P.M.,
head to Mateer to see the very
scary flick, Mary Shelley's
Frankensteinll Admission is
$1.
And don't miss Tomorrow's
Party, a great band playing in
the Underground at 10:00 PJyL

miss this chancel

Admission is $.75.

SUNDAY,
NOVEMBER
break to catch
study
a
5Tak
the classic flick for this weekl
Showing in Mateerat 730 PM.
is Sins of Rose Bernd. Admission is free!!

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 8Don't let the title scare
you! Check out Killing Zoe,
showing in the Underground at
9:00P.M. Admission is free!!

HELP WANTED

Spring Break!!!

Menwomen earn $480 weekly
assembling circuit boerdselec-troni- c
components at home. Experience unnecessary, will nain.

NassauParadise Island, Cancan
and Jamaica from $299.00. Air,
hotel, transfers, parties, and
more! Organize small group
and earn a FREE trip plus

Immediate openings you, local

area
Can

1-520-680-4647

exLC-164- 7

commisionl

Can

1-800-S22-Q321
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Scots Football Loses Streak to Gators

Scot Express leads way to
iLenyonanajurucuuu ame

KKkml from pegs 12

wi3 oeut id be the lopsided victoria which they currently are.
This Saturo brings aboi a
the Scots as they travel
to Kenyoa to take on the Lords.
Barnes stated that the staff and be
are "taper excited and I hope our
piayers are too." He believes that
the offensive side of the ball is coming oa and the defensive side is
mauaeenough regroup and come
outplaying. A win by the Scots
would gnaramee the Scots of afbnrth
place finish in the NCAC Barnes
added that it has been awhile since
Fighting Scot Football has had a
crucial and writing game in week9.
Scots lose;
Cckoff is at 1:30 pjn. at Kenyan.
crn-ririgvne-

KoYtmler3; 1535

fcr

On Saturday the Scot Exprtss . a Idlt and daridng withe Highland
will be taking students to Gambler Dancen as the Pipen played. Aeppli
to see the Wooster Fighting Scots : had yet to determine what aKenyon
takeon the Kenyon Lords TheScor win would cause Durham to da
&preo is
bythe SOA Bat, Aeppli recently notified
andFighunf Scot Football as a
Durham to tell her that the bet was ,
Scot Spirit at what wiJ off. Kis excuse ransomewhere along .
be a very crucial game far the Scots. the lines of having too much to do
A win gimrwueei a fourth place in (does Kenyon have an IS prograni7X
theNCACand at least a .500 season - But, current SOA mtdlcgience re
overalL-Thiis a far cry from last ports suggest that Aeppli bora me
year's 1- overall record and sec- aware of the Fighting Scots powerond to lastplace finish in the NCAC ful team causmg him to devise any
The bos will leave from behind , excuse which would end his
Lowry at noon on Saturday, No- "friendly" bet with Durham.
vember 4. The cost is three dollars, The Voice Sports Department is still
but rumors are frying that the more investigating reports that Durham
enthmfasric the fan, theless the cost. had raised large sums of something
' Originally. SOAPtwidrnt Emily to further place over Aeppli's bead.
Durham bad challenged Kenyan's However, these reports are still nn-Student Council President. Kevin.' , confirmed,' "Zl '.
I
AeppU to a friendly bet Durham
the Sax fjprtss. be-told AeppH thata Woosterwin would cause Scot Spirit is just too imporsee him at the fifty yani line wearing tant to waste.
co-sponso- red

way-cincreasi-

ng

.
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Women's Soccer Comes to Close
ZRIXA FRIEDMAN

freshmen and sophomores, who wiQ

--

sive record as ti fifm leading all-tibe around in the seasons to come.
scorer. She ended the season
The Lady Scots have had a string Sophomore Annie Gillespie ended with foor goals, three assists, and aa
of four dose, disappointing losses the season as the team leader in exceptional number of sixty-cin- e
during this last stretch of their seascoring with four goals and five shots on goal. Reagan Turner, who
son. The team lost their final game,
.RrOTTwTwiKiirBaugfarnan
played both defensive and midfield
lAagainstOtubWesleyan this past
with four goals and two assists. positions, ended the season with one
Priday. October27. Therefore, they Megan Mueller with three goals and goal and one assist. lauraFernbach.
wereleftwimalO-S-- 1
overall record
who played both midfield and
and a 5 NCAC Both the game Williamsbonwimiwogoabandtwo
positions, ended the season
against Ohio Weskyaa and the prior assists, aophomores Lisa Kola wim with one goaL
game against Case Weattm were
two goals, JiHian Matbeson with one
The twoLady Scot goalies, junior
Although the goalsandtwoawim.anrtjmky Kelly Denise Drescherand freshman Leah
Lady Scots ancrnpted many shots, James win one goal and one assisL
Dwyer had a considerable number
their lough cf&xts dkl not pay oft
Attbongh there are only a few of shutouts this season, 3 J5 and 4.5
CoaekfcrJag aQ of the beneficial
seniors on the Lady Scot
experience that the young Lady Scot year, an of them are key elements to atioa all of the talent in both the
team has acquired this past season, the team and will be sorely missed defensive and offensive teams, the
She future teems very promising.
in the coming season. Melia Arnold Lady Scots have much to look for
had achieved a particularly impres
ward to in their next

me

I

,fI'

par-tfcxaarlydnxia-

sing.

r Beat
j

Experts

Week 9

Women's CC

ing to personal bests were Denise
BertschW(Mth,23:16) and sophomores Julie Morrison (74th, 24:25)
and Heather Rowell (77th, 2436).
Coach DennisRice was pleased with
bow these three finished their

continued from page 12

y

TIEBREAKER: Predict the score of the following game.
Woosten

Trinity:

NAME;
EXTENSION;

sea-son,saying.MTheymadeab-

igjump

in their racing since August when
"
the season began."

Juniors Michelle Poole (23rd.

and Lesley Crossley (40th, 2156),

the potential to take it to the next
level to challenge for a spot to the
naoonal meet." Last year, the team
feQshonofqaalifymgtoNauonalsby
just 14 points. They will try once
agamnextSatunlay,Novemberll,at
the regional meet at Alma.

aophonxaeBea Shell (46c21:S0).

and Junior Megan McCabo (62nd,
23:09) rounded out Woosters top
eight, who will travel to Regionals.
Crossley and Shea turned in their
best times of the season. Alsorac- -

Beat the Experts
Week 7 saw . the resurgence of . total to faree pvmj hiia a one point
Expert
Todd Lewis' who posted a" lead over Nick Donatelli and two
(
17-- 3 record besting ah Experts and
. points over,Todd Urban and Brian
'
contestants.' Doe to a misprint, all V ; MakowksL As mentioned, no con--.
tiebreakers were going, to be detestant beat all four experts, so no
cided in favor of the contestants, but entries in the Sweepstakes drawing
Lewis record prevented that from were awarded this week. ;
having to take place. Even though . Remember, Beat the Experts is a
Lewis had a good showing, bis overcontest which will provide you with
all record now stands at 86-5last much fan and food memories that
place amongst the Experts. ' Peter. . . one can share with his or her grandIamn and Wm Finn hrth had Wrtr
children. Prizes will eventually be
13-- 7
records, to raise their overall derided open and the contestant wim
records to 92-4- 7 and 3,
respec-uvel- y.
the most Expert Points and the
Recent reports suggest that . Sweepstakes winner will be given
Expat entries coming from Sports those prizes. However, in order to
Informntkii maynow have lobe sealed obtain there fond memories or the
mbreiSstses which csn be harxxxtfTcd
yettobe announced prizes, one must
to a courier to protect the picks of . enter the contest! Todosovcutout
the entry in this paper, fin it out, put
12-- to raise his overall record to 94- -.
in the Voter drop box next to the
45 which suH leads the Experts. .
inanroom by Saturday, Novemeber
Seven contest a m t entered in week 11 at 12 noon, and then wait. Your
7. Mike Malmoa-Ber- g
claimed the name could be printed in this very
best entry amongst the contestants column bringing fame and power to
to pick up aa Expert Point. This those who read k. (Well maybe nor,
raises
Point both is stin fan to play).
!

Indianapolis at New Orleans
New England at Miami
Cincinnati at Houston
Tampa at Detroit
Chicago at Green-BaKansas City at San Diego
San Francisco at Dallas
Minnesota at Arizona
Denver at Philadelphia
Cleveland at Pittsburgh

Georgia at Auburn
TCU at Texas Tech

NCAC Fieshmaa of the Year.
Juniors Julie Heck (2035) and
Euen Freeman COOT) followed in
7th and 9th to earn first and second
team All Conference honor s.respec-tivel- y.

Week 7 report

CIRCLE YOUR CHOICES

Virgin at Maryland
Miami at Boston College
Nebraska at Kansas
Oklahoma Sl at Oklahoma
Illinois at Ohio Sl
Iowa at North western
Stanford at Washington Sl
Washington at UCLA

ber

,

of-fens-ive

3--

V-Reme-

B03fc.

Please place entries in the Voice drop box by 12 noon. Sat Nov. 11.

,

4.

91-4-

Malinco-BeVgsExp-
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Field Hockey Ends on High Note

Men's CC
Season Ends

This Week's
Disappointingly Scores
at NCAC Meet

KUNAL SINGH
The COW wctnen's field hockey
regular season came to an end on a
high note this Sunday, when the
Lady Scott pounded Earlham
The game was dominated
by the Scots rom start to finish with
three goala coming in the first ported and tiro m the aecond period.
Jaime Difabrizio 93 pat the Scots
ahead leas than a minnte into the
fame. She added another one about
16 minutes later. With about a

FootbrJI

Coi-lege5- -0.

minnte remaining in the period Katie
Ewig 97 pot the Scots, three up on
an assist by Sarah Harrison 98. The
barrage of goals continued in the
second period wkh Laurie Snyder
98 and Laurel Conly '98 both scor--
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Lady Scots hockey brews through last fame

witfi the first period goal of
on cod and 16oenaltvccnef's&s.n.r
In start contrast,; Eargh.cdpkl.' Amy Anus grvmg iuq cugo mj iue
manage only L? shots on goal and 4 ' Witts. Three minutes into the sec- -'
penalty corners. Susannah Sprang oidperiod,Ewicwcned things out
97andBrandiCrocer98 both did for Die Scots. However, goals from
a fine Job in the goal, although they Joel Miller and Kraus within 3 rnin-utof each other stole back the
were not extended. :
advantage
for the Witts. The Scots
were
In an earlier game,the Scots
beaten 3--2 by Wiaenburg Umver-sit-y stepped up their game towards the
in a very close and exciting
This game was balanced the oppositon's defense. Tbispres- es

i,

bJgh-qnal-i-

ty

.

settled the halL unleashed his shot
from the left side of the penalty
stripe, and put the ball in the far
post. The second Wooster goal was
scored in a similar fashion approxi-mate5 minutes later Leonard
received the ball and tookashot that
ly

ftontof thenet Zangg charged in
booting borne the rebound for the
score.
-

The Fighting' Scots entered half-tiwith a 0 lead and Much cooBr

me

2--

13

LeetSatmaVCartlSaB
on a blustery1,' damp day, the Sects1
bested the Quakers ofEariham College in front of a Parent's Weekend
capacity crowd. The .game was
marked by good ball control and
successful scoring opportunities by
the Scots. Wooster, through its patient play, frustrated the Quakers
and this became apparent by extreme physicality on both sides of
the belL Tos frustration conibined
with the emotions of the last game
of a season provided for a hostile
atmosphere in the game.- - Wooster
Head Coach Graham Ford staned
all of the seniors in the last match of
thek college career. AH of them
showed their experience and the
dynamic dnoofErikZangg and Boh

Leonard combined for both of
Woosters goala.
The first goal was scored by
Ieonard after a cross from Zangg
wia 1321 left fa the first halt Zaugg
made a run down the right sideline

4-- 3)

brtrudowninthegoalarea. Ewig
made no mistake, scoring the direct
bit with 226 to go in the game.
Despite a Wooster onslaught in the
closing stages, the Witts were able
to bold on for the narrow victory.
The Scots had a total of 16 shots on
goal as compared to 30for the Witts.
TheEarlhamwfagrves a satisfying
end to die season leaving the Scots at
overall and 6 in the NCAC.

DAVE WALKENHORST

Mai Soeow 004, NCACi

Last Sunday's NCAC Championship meet at Case Western Reserve University was disappointing
as far as team performance went
The Scots took sixth place in the

WotM'i Soeaw(104-1.NCA-

meet defeating Kenyon, Case Western Reserve, and Ohio Wesleyan by
scoring 141 points. The team needed
to finish in the top five teams to
qualify for the Regional meet The
Fighting Scots missed fifth place by
a slim margin of 16 points.
In Sunday's 8000 meter (5 mOe)
race, Willie Drexler '97 finished
fimfor the Scots(10th place, 27:09)
followed by Josh Baird '98 (19th,

27:47), Tony Kauke '98 (35th,
28:31), Allyn Peterson "99 (38th,
28:35), Brendan McCabe '99 (39th,
28:38). Andrew Dawson '99 (40th,
28:38). Jason Findley 97 (68th,
30:16), Philippe Kozub '97 (71st,
30:32), Aaron Veith '99 (89th,
33:15), and Dave WaDcenhorst 99

Woottf
OtrioW-lr-l.-

Blih

2.

' were celebrating,

WhOe the Scots

the Quakers were
lecture. This lee--

e
getting a
tore mnsthave been soniething mean
ingfU because the Quakers came out
fighting in the spcond halfi
The Quakers, who showed poor
offensive play and ball control in
the first half, dominated the first 15
ptwnyff cfeSe tffppd half with
half-tim-

ex-ceU- ent

passing and runs. This period of cViminance included their
only goal that was scored approxi-mate12 minutes into the second
half. OnaloogbalL Wooster goal-keeMatt SchaefTer96 came out
of the net and misjudged the balL
Earlham took advantage of this by
placing a gentle ball past Schaeffer.
This mental lapse was very uncharacteristic of SchaefTer who has come
up with some tremendous saves for
the Scots.
The Earlham goal served as a
wake-u- p
call for the Scots who
picked up their level of play. The
ly

pa

4--

1-- 5)

O

rO

NCACj
FfcU Hodwy
WoMcr 5, BarfkM 0
WkuobMB 3, Woottar 2
(-7-

VoUytn

(17-1-

-2,

9.

4)

1

Woo

NCAC:

6--6)

4--5)

OUo Dominio-- a 4rf Woomm,
Cam Rum 4af Woomw. 0

3--

2

3--

Mm'i Crat

CooMiiy

NCACMMtt&dipUo
WotMn'i Croa Coonby

NCACMmuMpUm
conpfladbr VOtCB STAFF

several big blocks and kills. For the
match, she posted a season high 24
kills and six blocks, as the Scots
held on for a 3 win.
Game five was a true testament of
Dorninican's ability and raw
Ohio
(94th, 37:01).
combination of anemotion-aU- y
A
skilL
Baird
Willie Drexler '97,andJosh
drained Scots team and an Ohio
98 earned All Conference honors
team doing what was
Dominican
and each qualified individually for
.necessary
win the big point, ento
placing
ia the
cthe Regional meet by
top 20. Gach Rice said "Willie and abled them to win the deddinggame
included a near brawl wfch 30 left Joshranoutstandmgracestoqualify
for the match victory. But as Doto play which resulted in the premaminican
left, one could sense their
(for Regionals) as individuals."
was
much joy of relief, as joy
as
ture ending to Bob Leonard's cajoy
diswere
team
the
Rice
and
Coach
reer uaFighting Scot when he was appointed that the team didn't of victory. Tbey had nearly fallen
issued a red card ejection for
qualify for Regionals, however, this prey to Wooster and one can be
conduct Duringthis is the youngest team that Coach assured that they do not wish to
game, a total of31 fouls were called
Rice has ever had, and they will return any time soon.
indicating how the officials were
On Tuesday the Lady Scot season
have many more chances for more
trying to keep control of the game.
came to an impromptu end as they
successful seasons.
Further, 4 cautionary yellow cards
fen in tbe first round of the NCAC
Drexler and Baird wfll be comand 1 red card were issued toWooster
Tournament
to Case Western. Just
peting in the Regional meet at Alma
players and 1 yellow card was issued
before,
the Lady Scots had
days
ten
SatCollege in Alma, Michigan on
to an Eariham player. The numerous urday, November 11.
pushed the Spartans to the limit,
cards casta shadow upon the victory
losing in five sets in front of a bos-ti- le
crowd. However, they were
sod the end of the season.
The last four games of the season
unable to muster any such magic
hinted at what the 1995 Fighting
Tuesday at Denison, losing in three
Scot soccer team was capable of all continued from page 12
This was
games
seaaon,but,unfortonatdy,this level
the postbecause
unfortunate
most
of play did not develop until late in 1614. The disappointment of a season was not indicative of how
close loss was evident in the Scots
the season. Tbey finished the seathey played ail season long. How
son 10--8 and 4--4 in the NCACTbe
play during the second game. Tbey ever, the Scots' record this year was
inability of Wooster to score goals never got on track, winning only two games better than the previous
one point the entire game. After a and the best in a decade, so they
and win games that they dominated
pep talk from Coach Weygandt and have nothing to be ashamed of. This
characterized the 1995 season. Furthermore, they frequently played the ntspiration of Assistants Kathy
wraps up a memorable season in
Inconsistently as evidenced with FHckmao and Matt May 96, the. Lady Scot Volleyball.
huge victories over Kenyon and Lady Scots turned in one of their
Com-Pat-ibl- es
Bethany.natkxial Division in powfinest games of the season. Tbey
Dominican's
thoroughly
dismantled
weaker
erhouses, and losses to
wers & Gifts
teams. The 1995 men's soccerteam defense and shook a team that has
149N.OrsntSt
rarely been shaken all season. After
did show its tremendous talent,
Wooster
First-Yein the Senior and
the smoke had cleared, the Scots
(216264-865- 4
15-rs
9.
game
had taken the third
classes. The talent of the
(800V726-865- 4
In game four, Wooster had to
win be hard to replace, but the
Your
florist
after such
is enpromise of the First-Yeaguard against a
10
student
discount
couraging. Hopefully, Wooster will
a terrific game, and it was shaky at briced items picked un on reeuL
or deliver
have a good recruiting class next first But with Carrie Zuro '97 servIn Wooster.
ing service winners like hotcakea,
Fan and build on the strong tradiWe wire flowers all over the wor
the fourth game belonged to Wooster
tion of Fighting Scot soccer for the
All major credit cards accepted
as welL Dales was instrumental with
1996 season.
9-7- -2

6--

15-1-

Season on a Roll

Men's Soccer

1--

IT ANUtoKSUW

'

LScbunaSa'rnaho

The roena soocer team finished
the season with a bang, winning its
last fear games, inclndinga2-- l victory over the Quakers of Earl ham
College last Saturday. This four
game winning streak began with a
0
road victory over Kenyon and
ended with three consecutive home
matches in which; the Scots
outscored their opponents 8--2 including two shutouts. During this
streak, the Scots played
soccer utilizing their, talent and
experience to score goaia ana

NCAC:

(4-- 4,

Anaghwy Cotkg. 57. Woorar 12

un-sportsnia-nince

Volleyball

15-10,15-11,-

15-9.
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Scots Mangled by Gators
Loss to Allegheny sets stage for crucial game against Kenyon
the ball as far as their own 40 yard runs by Jadd and another complete
line before having to pone The next pass put Wooster on the Allegheny
six with time running out. Barnes,
Who ever aid gators lived in the Allegheny possession ended in another score putting the Scott down who was Tnot looking for the confisouia? Last Saturday, the Wooster
dence booster with three points,''
The Scots and Gator exFighting Scott discovered that gators 27-can live m Pennsylvania, too. when changed puma giving the Scots the went for the .score utilizing Jodd
ball with about seven minutes to go. who was 6--7 on that drive but the
they felt the sharp teeth of the Al57-1Scot A sack ofJudd put the Scots on their pass was nxofnpkto and the first
legheny Gators, The
own 36 yard line with second down half ended with the score 33-squad
Allegheny
loss came to an
The second half saw three more
which has lost only one game this and 17 yards toga A 4 yard run by
season (to Wittenberg) and contin-oe- s Judd and a 7 yard completed pass to Allegheny touchdowns and a field
to improve aa the season wraps Jeff Elser 99 brought up fourth goaL The Scots did manage a score
photo by LUCXEN HOLMES
cp. Allegheny dorninatrd the key down and six yards. . Coach Jim purring together a nine play, 64 yard
Scots fan to gators, disappoint the home crowd- aspects of the game preventing Barnes figured that be could easily drive culminating in a 1 yard touch
Wooster from having a chance to have the Scota punt the ball away .down run by Chris Soils 96. Howwin. The loss sets up a crucial game and watch the Gators march right ever, the Scots could muster no more asanBxtrerncr strong,, ftontaoven."
The offensive unit did control the
back down the field or instead go for points putting the final score at57-1- 2.
against Kenyon this Saturday.
time of possession holding the ban
Jnrtri finished with 276 yards passit. So, he went fork. Brent Many "56
The Scots started sloppy, moving
eight y
mlnutf s than the Gators
the bail cp me field only to loose fat fen barkiuso pi s a for mat im. but upon ing with 24 completions on 37 atwhen Rica Jadd 99 bit Alex receiving the snap, he quickly passed tempts and no Interceptions. The Howe rcr. the defense could Just not
the ball to Amststx for the first down. receiving corp. benefited front this IttU the Allegheny offensottcheca:
Bcrdman93wfaofi2mbledthebaI.
allowing mem to score on nine of
The Scot defense repelled the re- Two long passes from Judd to Bon-do-n fine passing with nine players retheir 14 drives
cording
Barnes
felt
areceptioo.
(21
that
yards)
Oood
'99
Scott
and
sulting Gator attack when
Barnes felt tt the attitude of the JULIE HECK
fine
good
Scots
found
a
(14
Boardman
the
job
yards
did
offensive
the
Kyle
intercepted
97
Aaststx
on the Allegheny 4 yard One wfeh a allowing the cjuarterback and re-- whole lean was that they knew they
Artameon. the Allegheny quarterback. Por the rest of the first quar-te-r, first down. One play, later, Judd ran 3 cci vers to have the necessary time to were going to lose before even playBaffling the eloments on a gay,
the Scots would get no farther yards for the touchdown making complete the passes and move the ing the fame. "We should have blustery morning, the women's cross
than they Sd on fliear first drive. Barnes gwnUn pay off. However, ban. He added that he was happy been tougher," mentioned Barnes. country team raced to a third place
with the continuing Improvement He added that what Wooster foot- - finish stSundaysNCACChampion- Uafor&nstety.me same dnc hold Marty missed the extra point.
true tor the Gators who were able to
The next drive saw the Gators mmA mftifttW ftf tfH OfffttlSi V CliL ban seeds are players who do not
score on their next three posse
score once again to bring the score The running game Cdnptftrasjwe3 kapw the ry
fto$ AEe-beEcrence teams,. was held on Case
giving them a 21-- 0 lead at the to 33-- 6. The last drive of the half with Wooster gaining only 43 net Wuusia ur the Wlaenberg-WoostWestern ReserveUnrersityscourse
end of the first quarter.
belonged to the Scots. Jodd comyards rushing op 37 attempts. This JllftTsfe "I
B tZ2XM vQCSO
at the Squire VaOeevueFarm. The second quarter started muck pleted five straight passes to move however was not doe to poor execuA season of nps and downs condn-ne- d
FOOTBALL, page 10
the same, but with the Scots moving
the ban to the Allegheny 36. Two tion, but more to what Barnes termed
for the Scots. While many personal bests were turned in, the team
fen abort in its attempt to lead the
conference. The team from Kenyon
ran an excellent race to score just 50
points for the victory. Allegheny,
NCAC champs for the past several
years, barely edged Wooster for
Oberiin with 106points
JAMES ROLLER
cortingtheirparents across the court.
Then k was time for the Seniors to and Case with 116 were also among
IT you had cook to the match, you
be honored, as Heather Dales "98 the five teams who wifl move on to the
would never have known which team told of bow each player on the team
NCAA Regionals next weekend.
was winning 73 of their matches was unique, leading op to the class They were followed by Wittenberg
and which team was winning
of 96. Seniors Sarah Robertson (1521 Denison (160). Ohio Wesleyan
In classic Lady Scot VoQeybaU fashand Brijin Boddy were given rosea (207, and Eariham (241X
ion, Ohio Dominican came into as a sign of the team's appreciation
Wooster's strength came from
Timken Gymnasium expecting a for their hard work.
placing three runners among the top
blowout victory, and were more than
ten. Emily Gorka 99 covered the
The most telling sign of the apglad to leave with their dignity. The preciation the team showed was on 5K course in 19:43 to finish fourth
Lady Fighting Scots took Ohio Dothe court, the firstgame, Wooster and achieve first team AU Conferminican to the brink of defeat, once outplayed Dominican and led by the ence honors. "My goal was to be in
again fighting back from a two set close score of 1 9 midway through
the top five," she said, "so I was
deficit to force a fifth game.
with my race. It was agreat
satisfied
game.
the
But Dominican proved
Coming into the match wim Ohio that it only takes one good string of course, but tough because of the
Dominican, Wooster was already good plays so win a game, winning wind." Gorka, who has led the team
an season and has consistently run
emotionally charged as this was their
home
match
last
the
season.
races, was also named
of
The
excellent
the last three to take the first game
photo by BOPS KILLER
Lady Scots hooored the entire squad
Scots VoQeyban comes close, bat no deal
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DAVID NEARLY STUNS GOLIATH IN VOLLEYBALL
Women's Volleyball rattles Ohio
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